
 
Fabric Wall Mural Application & Removal Instructions 

Tools Required 
Damp cloth for cleaning     6’ladder     Two or more people for installation 

 

Application 
Preparation 
1) Your mural section(s) must be at room temperature prior to installing.  Remove them from the shipping container and 

unroll onto a flat surface.  Let stand at room temperature for 60-90 minutes.  If area has recently been painted, paint must 
be allowed to cure 30 days prior to installing your wall graphic. 

2) Clean the area selected, using water only, to ensure no dirt or residue will adhere to the adhesive backing of your mural. DO                              
NOT USE SOAP OR ANY HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PRODUCT. Dry the surface thoroughly with a clean cloth and let 
stand for approximately 30 minutes to ensure the area is completely free from any moisture. 

3) While wall is drying remove all receptacle and switch plate covers that print will cover. 

4) The following steps are best performed by two people.  Your wall mural section(s) are numbered and must be installed from 
right to left.  The most important part of installation will be application of the first section.  It is imperative this section is applied 
straight for the remaining sections to install correctly.  You will also notice a small vertical line that runs the entire height on the 
left side of each section.  During production each section is produced with a 1/8” overlap for installation and this black line will 
be used as your alignment for the subsequent sections. 

Installation 

5)    Be sure to position your ladder approximately 18” from the application surface as the second installer will require room to hold 
the bottom of the mural during installation. 

6)    Begin with section 1, laying the mural section face down and, using a slow and steady motion, peeling the carrier paper lining 
from the print and setting the carrier paper aside.   The second person will need to hold the section down while the carrier paper 
is removed. 

7)    One installer should climb ladder to a range where they feel a comfortable distance from the ceiling so they can hold and align 
the top of the mural.  Once installer is comfortable, second installer should take top of print and hand to installer on ladder.  
MAKE SURE THE OVERLAP LINE IS TO YOUR LEFT.  Once installer on ladder has top of mural section second install-
er should take hold of bottom of print.  If any part of the print sticks to itself—DO NOT PANIC—gently pull the two pieces 
apart and continue installation. 

8)    While installer holding bottom of mural holds the print approximately 6” away from wall and aligns right edge of print to de-
sired location, installer on ladder should align top and right edge of print to desired location. 

9)    Installer on ladder should begin installing mural section by pressing top edge down.  Second installer should continue holding 
print 6” from wall.  As top 10” of section are adhered to wall, second installer should begin to gently pull down on the mural to 
apply tension.  If encountering a receptacle, wall switch or other obstacle during application, firmly press the print around the 
area and,, using a new blade in a utility or Exacto knife, trim the print to fit around them. 

10)  Installer on ladder should use hands to press print onto wall working left to right then down pressing all air bubbles toward bot-
tom of mural.  Once section is installed approximately half way, installer on ladder should remove ladder and continue to install 
print.  When there is approximately 18”-24” left installer holding bottom can let go.  Complete install all the way to bottom.  
NOTE:  If at any time it appears mural section is not aligned correctly simply pull print away from wall, realign and reapply.  If 
air bubbles are present simply use your hand to press bubble to nearest edge of print. 

11)  Follow steps 4 through 9 above for subsequent sections.  For sections 2 and up you will use the overlap line on the previously 
installed section to align right edge of print.  Section being installed should just cover the overlay line. 

12)  Once final section is installed reapply all receptacle and switch plate covers,  roll all carrier paper liners together and store for 
future use—just in case print requires removal. 

Removal 

1) Layout the carrier paper print arrived on, glossy wax side facing up. 

2) The following steps are best performed by two people.  Removal is opposite from installation and will be performed from left 
to right. 

3) Beginning at top of print slowly and gently peel away from wall.  As print is nearly released from wall second person should 
hold bottom. 

4) When print is completely removed align on carrier paper and apply.  If air bubbles are present simply use your hand to press 
bubble to nearest edge of print. 

5) Once all images are removed stack prints and roll, image rolled out, and store for future use. 


